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Order of Coverage• Ural (Урал) Models

oM-72 1941-1956

oM-72M  1956-1960

oM-61 (successor to M-72M) 1958-1961

oM-62 (Ural-1) 1959-1965

oM-63 (Ural-2) 1965-1970

oM-66 (Ural-3) 1969-1975

oM-67 (IMZ-8.101) 1973-1979

oM-67.36K-750M  1976-1984

o8.103-30 Series “650” 1984-1986

o8.103-40 Series “650” 1987-1994

o “650” Series 1994-2002

o“750” Series  2003-Present
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Ural Clutch (Сцепление мотоцикла Урал)

• Dry, double-disc clutch.

• Leading discs (push, intermediate, thrust) are 

made of steel. The working surfaces of all discs 

are ground.

• There is a square hole in the center of the 

pressure plate and recesses for the springs in 

front. The pressure and stop discs are centered 

on the fingers of the flywheel and can freely move 

along them in the axial direction. The persistent 

disk is attached to the fingers with countersunk 

screws. The screws are countered by the turning 

of the disc metal into the screw slot (preening).

• To properly assemble the motorcycle clutch, and 

maintain the balance of the flywheel and clutch on 

the disks and on the flywheel ring edge with a 

core are marked with marks that are combined 

during assembly. Friction linings are molded to 

the steel driven discs and splined hubs are riveted 

to transmit torque.
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1 - Release rod, 2 - Rod seal, 3 - Rod tip, 4 - Thrust ball bearing, 

5 - Slider seal, 6 – Slider, 7 - Adjusting screw, 8 - Clutch release 

lever, 9 - Lever axle, 10 - Clutch primary shaft bearing, 11 -

Primary shaft, 12- Thrust plate, 13 - Intermediate driving plate, 14 

- Driven plate, 15 - Pressure plate, 16 – Flywheel, 17 – Seal, 18 -

Driven plate hub, 19 – Pressure spring



Ural 650 / MB-750 / Ural 8.103 Clutch
•Clutch relays torque from the engine to the gearbox, 

disengages the engine from the gearbox during shifting 

of the gears and during braking to a stop. 

•The clutch provides for smooth starting of the 

motorcycle from rest, protects the transmission parts 

against damage when the engine speed or drive wheel 

speed is suddenly changed. 

•The clutch is of dry, double-disk design.

•The clutch release mechanism is controlled by means 

of the lever on the left handlebar grip. With the clutch 

lever released, the engine is engaged to the gearbox.

•When the clutch lever is squeezed, the engine is 

disengaged from the gearbox.

•Use the clutch lever for starting from rest, for gear 

shifting and to downshift, for added braking of the 

motorcycle.

•Under conditions of heavy traffic, when gears 

frequently have to be shifted, don’t slip the clutch too 

much, as this causes heavy wear of the discs.

•When stopped for any length of time (e.g. traffic light), 

it’s best to shift into neutral and release the clutch 

lever. Holding the clutch in for long periods will cause 

excessive heating and wear.

1 - Release rod, 2 - Rod seal, 3 - Rod tip, 4 - Thrust ball bearing, 

5 - Slider seal, 6 – Slider, 7 - Adjusting screw, 8 - Clutch release 

lever, 9 - Lever axle, 10 - Clutch primary shaft bearing, 11 -

Primary shaft, 12- Thrust plate, 13 - Intermediate driving plate, 

14 - Driven plate, 15 - Pressure plate, 16 – Flywheel, 17 – Seal, 

18 - Driven plate hub, 19 – Pressure spring
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Ural Clutch (cont.)

• The clutch release rod has a square shank that prevents the rod from turning in the pressure 

plate. The rod together with the tip rotates relative to the slide in the thrust bearing. Due to the 

influence of the lever, the slider moves forward in the axial direction and, through the bearing, tip 

and rod, moves the clutch pressure plate and disconnects the discs, as a result of which the 

transmission of torque is stopped. If the force is removed from the lever, then under the action of 

the springs the discs move back, restoring the rod, tip, bearing, slider to the initial position.

• The disks are pressed against each other by springs, and friction forces arise, which transmit 

torque.

• If the lever is released smoothly, then the discs are pressed against each other gradually, the 

friction forces increase smoothly, the torque will increase gradually, due to which the motorcycle 

starts to move smoothly.

• If the torque exceeds the calculated value, for example, due to the inertia of the flywheel at high 

speeds, then with a rigid connection of the engine and transmission, parts can be destroyed. If 

there is clutch, if the calculated value of the torque is exceeded, the disc friction forces are not 

enough to transmit such a moment, the discs slip relative to each other, protecting the parts from 

destruction.

• The clutch is controlled by a lever on the left side of the steering wheel. When the lever is 

pressed, the force through the cable in a flexible shell (Bowden cable) is transmitted to the lever 

on the gearbox, which acts on the slider and disengages the clutch.
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Ural Clutch (cont.)

• Since the clutch parts wear out during operation, the position of the clutch lever on the gearbox 

changes, the lever’s free play increases, and clutch control is disrupted. To control the correct 

engagement and disengagement of the clutch, the motorcycle has adjusting screws on the cable 

to achieve such a position that when you press the clutch lever on the handlebar before the discs 

begin to disengage, the lever’s free play is 5-8 mm. Free play is measured at a distance ¾ of the 

lever length from the axis of rotation.

• To check the free play, it is necessary to take the lever on the gearbox to its extreme rear position, 

while the lever on the handlebar will turn fully into the bracket (clockwise). Next, you need to 

move the lever on the handlebar toward you. Initially, the lever should move with little or no effort, 

and at the moment the clutch disengages — with effort. 

• The distance by which the lever on the handlebar moves before the start of the increase in effort 

is called free play. In the absence of free play, the clutch control parts will prevent the clutch 

plates from being pressed firmly. In this case, the friction forces between the discs will be small, 

which will lead to incomplete transmission of torque. In this case, the clutch “slips” and the 

speed of the motorcycle does not increase with increasing engine speed.

• If the free wheeling is large, then when moving the clutch lever on the handlebar, the free wheel 

will mainly be selected and the clutch control parts will not move enough to completely separate 

the discs. In this case, when the clutch is disengaged, friction forces will act, as a result of which, 

when the gear is engaged, the motorcycle will move, that is, they say that the clutch “leads”.
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Ural Clutch (cont.)

• The reason for clutch slipping may also be oil getting onto the discs from the engine or gearbox 

when the seals are destroyed, since the friction coefficient of the discs decreases and the clutch 

stalls. As a temporary measure to eliminate this defect, it is recommended to pour gasoline into 

the flywheel cavity through the inspection window for installing the ignition and turn the flywheel 

by kick-starter while turning the clutch on and off. This operation must be carried out quickly to 

avoid leakage of gasoline from the flywheel cavity. However, at the first opportunity it is 

necessary to eliminate the cause of oil getting onto the discs.

• Sometimes, with proper adjustment, the clutch “leads”, which is caused by warping of the discs, 

which occurs when the clutch overheats. This occurs during prolonged operation with clutch slip, 

for example, when driving at very low speeds, when driving continuously under difficult road 

conditions (dirt, sand, snow, potholes), when you often have to use the clutch. It is advisable to 

avoid driving in such conditions, since overheating is possible not only in the clutch, but also in 

the engine.
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Ural Clutch (cont.)

• The most common clutch defects are cable breaks, as well as wear on the flywheel fingers and the surface 

of the holes in the pressure and intermediate discs. To prevent breakage, the cable must be washed and 

lubricated before and after the end of summer operation after 4000-6000 km. To do this, the cable must be 

removed. For washing and lubrication, you will need a small dish with a narrow neck. It is convenient for 

these purposes to use nylon bottles from shampoos and other household chemicals. Kerosene is poured 

into the washing bottle, and oil is used for lubrication; in the summer it is thicker, and more liquid in the 

winter.

• A hole is made in the bottom of the bottle, which is temporarily closed with a match, and a previously 

removed cable is inserted into the throat. In order for the cable to fit tightly into the neck of the bottle, an 

insulating tape is wound on its shell. Then the bottle is turned over, the cable should be lower. Next, they 

take out the match and, holding on to the second end of the cable, give it reciprocating motion until the 

liquid begins to flow out from the free end of the cable sheath. After washing the cable, the kerosene is 

replaced with oil and the lubricant is produced in the same way.

• If the cable breaks, it must be repaired or replaced with a new one. A cable break usually occurs near the 

mounting bosses. If the old boss is lost, then it is necessary to make a new one, taking the boss of the hand 

brake cable as a sample. Since, at the time of cable breakage, the clutch parts, screws, have a sufficient 

margin of adjustment, there is no need to shorten the shell. The bosses are soldered with ordinary solder, 

you just need to make sure that the boss and the cable are well etched (use etched hydrochloric acid).
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Сцепление мотоцикла Урал (cont.)

• When wearing fingers and clutch discs, they must be either replaced or repaired. In order to 

disassemble the clutch and remove the flywheel of the motorcycle.

• If the clutch control cable breaks, it must be repaired or replaced with a new one. A cable break 

usually occurs near the mounting bosses. If the old boss is lost, then it is necessary to make a 

new one, taking the boss of the hand brake cable as a sample. Since, at the time of cable 

breakage, the clutch parts, screws, have a sufficient margin of adjustment, there is no need to 

shorten the shell.

• The lugs are soldered with ordinary solder, you just need to take care that the lug and the cable 

are well etched (use etched hydrochloric acid).

• Then install the pressure and intermediate discs in the flywheel so that the fingers are in the 

middle of the holes, and the gap between the discs and the flywheel collar is the same around the 

entire circumference. In this position, press the discs against the flywheel using bushings, 

washers and bolts.

• After that, drill new fingers in the discs and the flywheel approximately in the middle between the 

existing fingers and mark the discs and the flywheel for subsequent clutch assembly. Worn clutch 

fingers may not be pressed out if this cannot be done, but in this case the ends of all fingers 

should lie in the same plane. For greater reliability on the opposite side, the handwheel fingers 

can be welded. The holes in the discs for the clutch fingers should be 0.2 to 0.5 mm larger than 

the diameter of the finger.
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M-72 Clutch Discs

Friction plates 7203113 and 7203114 differ by the addition of 7203109 
baffle washer (oil spreader) for clutch friction plate 7203114.

Part # Description

7203102 Liner

7203106 Rivet 4X7

7203108 Clutch disc hub

253553-П Rivet 4X10

7203109 Oil deflector

7203113 Friction disc

7203114 Friction disc

7203115 Pressure spring

7203117 Intermediate disc

7203121 Pressure disc

7203122 Thrust disc

7203123 Screw

7203102 is available with 

12 chambered holes, w/o holes, 

and with 12 non-chambered holes.
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M-72 / M-72M Clutch Release Rod Lever
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Part # Description

72032-1 7203202, 7203203, 7203205, 019315-

П8, 010503-П8, 001103-П2, 258012-П

7203202 Pusher Lever Clamp

7203203 Lever axle

7203204 Spring

7203205 Lever with Ø5.56mm

7203206 Slider

7203207 O-Ring

7203209 Thrust bearing

7203211 Rod tip

7203212 Release rod

7203213 Seal

7203214 7203212, 7203213 assy.

Pressure Point against Slider



M-72 Clutch Cable (7211313-A)

Clutch Cable
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Part # Description

7211320-B Bracket M8X1

7211313-A Clutch cable assy.

7211376 Clutch cable

7211337 Clutch cable bracket



M-72 Clutch Handle Bar

The clutch lever on the M-72 was inverted to prevent entanglement 
if the handlebar accidently contacted anything.

Inverted Clutch Lever
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M-67.36 Clutch (Сцепление) Discs

1. Clutch Plate Driven with Fittings (6203011)

2. Clutch Disc Assembly (6203013)

3. Clutch Disc Hub (7203108)

4. Clutch Spring (7203115-01)

5. Intermediate Clutch Disc (6203117)

6. Clutch Pressure Disc (7203121-А)

7. Clutch Disc (7203122)

8. Clutch Thrust Disc Screw (7203123)

9. Rivet 4x10 (253553-П)

2. Clutch Disc Assembly (6203013)

# Part # Description

1
6203011 

Clutch Plate Driven with 

Fittings

2 6203013 Clutch Disc Assembly 

3 7203108 Clutch Disc Hub

4 7203115-01 Pressure spring

5 6203117 Intermediate Clutch Disc

6 7203121-А Clutch Pressure Disc

7 7203122 Clutch Thrust Disc

8 7203123 Clutch Thrust Disc Screw

9 253553-П Rivet 4x10

M-67.36 clutch has 6203 #’s, indicating advent of 6204 gearbox.14

4. Pressure Spring (7203115-01)

Note: No teeth on perimeter of 

pressure or intermediate discs.



Ural 650 / 750cc (MZ-8.103) Clutch Discs
# Part # Description

1 6203013 Clutch plate, driven, assy

2 IMZ-8.105-03117 Driving plate, intermediate 

3 IMZ-8.105-03121 Pressure clutch plate, driving

4 7203115-02 Spring, pressure

5 6203013 Clutch plate, driven, assy

6 7203122 Thrust clutch plate, driving

7 7203123 Screw, thrust clutch plate

The 650 / 750 clutch pressure plate (IMZ-8.105-03121) and 
intermediate disc (IMZ-8.105-03117) were updated 

from the M-67.36 clutch, showing a gear-tooth perimeter.

Note: The clutch disc hub (7203108) of 

the M-67.36 design is now contained 

in the driven plate (6203013).
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Flywheel & Clutch Assembly for Ural 750 Engine

Flywheel & Clutch Assembly

for Ural 750 Engine

List Price: $290.00 New

(www.ebay.com)
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# Part # Description Notes

1 101-03013 Clutch plate, driven, assy -

2 IMZ-8.105-03117 Driving plate, intermediate -

3 IMZ-8.105-03121 Pressure clutch plate, driving -

4 7203122 Thrust clutch plate, driving -

5 72-03115-01 Pressure clutch spring -

5 72-03115-02 Pressure clutch spring Installed since September 05. Interchangeable with 72-

03115-01. Recommend change all six springs at one time.

6 7203123 Screw -

3. Pressure disc

IMZ-8.1034 / 37, Ural 750cc Clutch Plates (2007)

1. Driven disc

2. Intermediate disc

1. Driven disc 4. Thrust disc
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Note: Teeth on perimeter of 

pressure and intermediate discs.

Not  present  on M-67.36.



Ural 750cc Clutch (2010 - 2012)

# Part # Description Notes

1 62-03013 Driven plate assy. Part no longer produced. Part 110370301312 should be ordered.

2 IMZ-8.105-03117 Intermediate plate Part delivered only within set 101280103400 or 110400103400.

3 IMZ-8.105-03121 Clutch pressure plate Part delivered only within set 101280103400 or 110400103400.

4 72-03122-A Thrust plate -

5 72-03115-016 Clutch spring Part withdrawn from production. Part 72-03115-02 should be ordered.

6 72-03123 Screw M8x16 -
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Note: Teeth on perimeter of 

pressure and intermediate discs.



Ural 750cc Clutch (2013 - 2020)

# Part # Description Notes

1 IMZ-8.1037-03013-12 Driven clutch plate assy Clutch plate driven from 2013

2 IMZ-8.105-03117 Intermediate plate Parts delivered only within the set 

101280103400 or 110400103400

3 IMZ-8.105-03121 Clutch pressure plate Parts delivered only within the set 

101280103400 or 110400103400

4 IMZ-8.128-03122 Thrust plate -

5 72-03115-02 Clutch spring -

6 DIN 7991 M8x16 10.9 Screw M8x16 Screw with thread-locker Precote 85
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M-67.36 Clutch Release Lever Mechanism

1. Clutch lever axle

(IMZ-8.101-03203-10)

10. Cotter pin 2x20 (258014-П)

9. Clutch release stem assembly

(7203214-03)

8. Clutch release stem seal (7203213-20)

7. Clutch release rod (7203212-30)

6. Clutch rod tip (7203211)

5. Ball bearing (7203209)

4. Clutch slider ring (7203207-А)

3. Clutch slider (7203206)

2. Clutch release lever

(IMZ-8.101-03205-11)
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# Part # Description

1 IMZ-8.101-03203-10 Lever Axle

2 IMZ-8.101-03205-11 Release lever

3 7203206 Slider

4 7203207-А Slider O-ring

5 7203209 Ball bearing

6 7203211 Rod tip

7 7203212-30 Release rod

8 7203213-20 Release stem seal

9 7203214-03 Release stem assy.

10 258014-П Cotter pin 2x20



Ural 650 / 750 Clutch Release Lever

# Part # Description

1 7203206 Clutch release slider

2 7203207-А Clutch release slider O-ring

3 948066E Thrust ball bearing w/o ring

4 7203211 Clutch release rod tip

5 7203214-03 Clutch release rod and seal, assy

6 7203212-30 Clutch release rod

7 7203213-20 Clutch release rod seal

8 IMZ-8.101-03205-11 Clutch release lever

9 IMZ-8.101-03203-10 Clutch release lever axle

10 258014-П Cotter pin, 2x20

The thrust ball-bearing (7203209) was the only part # change
from the M-67.36 clutch release lever mechanism.
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# Part # Description

1 72-03214-03 Clutch release rod and seal assembly

2 IMZ-8.104-03023-20 Clutch release lever Specify fine or coarse thread

3 IMZ-8.104-03206 Clutch release slider

4 SKF BA7 Thrust ball bearing

5 IMZ-8.104-03211 Clutch release rod tip

6 7203212-30 Clutch release rod

7 7203213-20 Clutch release rod seal

8 7203207-A Clutch release slider O-ring

9 IMZ-8.101-03203-10 Clutch release lever axle

10 258014-P Cotter pin 2x20

Newer Ural 750cc Clutch Release Lever Mechanism

Newer Ural 750’s have a new part # for the release lever arm 
(IMZ-8.104-03023-20) and the thrust ball-bearing (SKF BA7). 22



Ural 750cc Clutch Release Lever Mechanism (2007)
# Part # Description Notes

1 72-03206 Clutch release slider Use only up thru 2006

1 7203206-2007 Clutch release slider Installed from 2007

2 7203207-A O - Ring

3 948066E Thrust ball bearing Use only up thru 2006

3 SKF BA7 Thrust ball bearing Installed from 2007

4 72-03211 Clutch release rod tip Use only up thru 2006

4 72-03211-2007 Clutch release rod tip Installed from 2007

5 7203214-03 Clutch release rod and seal, assy

6 7203212-30 Clutch release rod See #5

7 7203213-20 Clutch release rod seal

8 IMZ-8.1236-03205 Clutch release lever

Ural updated their clutch slider, release rod tip and thrust ball in 2007.
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Ural 750cc Clutch Release Mechanism (2010 - 2016)
# Part # Description Notes

1 72-03214-10 Clutch release rod with 

seal assembly

-

2 72-03212-40 Clutch release rod -

3 72-03213-20 Rod seal -

4 IMZ-8.104-03211 Rod tip -

5 SKF BA7 Thrust ball bearing -

6 DIN 125 M4 Washer M4 ZN -

7 DIN 7985 M4x8 Screw М4-6gx8 -

8 72-03207-A Slider ring -

9 IMZ-8.104-03206 Clutch release slider Part withdrawn from production. Part 101040320601 should be ordered.

10 IMZ-8.104-03031 Slider assembly Part withdrawn from production. Part 101040303101 should be ordered.

11 DIN 94 2.0x20 Cotter pin 2х20 -

12 IMZ-8.1040-03023 Clutch release lever Part withdrawn from production. Part 101040302301 should be ordered.

13 IMZ-8.1037-03203 Clutch release lever axle -

14 IMZ-8.104-03032 Tip assembly -

15 DIN 125 M8 Washer М8 ZN -
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Ural 750cc Clutch Release Mechanism (2017 - 2020)
# Part # Description Notes

1 72-03214-10 Clutch release rod with seal 

assembly

-

2 72-03212-40 Clutch release rod -

3 72-03213-20 Rod seal -

4 IMZ-8.104-03211 Rod tip -

5 SKF BA7 Thrust ball bearing -

6 DIN 125 M4 Washer M4 ZN -

7 DIN 7985 M4x8 Screw М4-6gx8 -

8 IMZ-8.1040-03207 Slider ring -

9 IMZ-8.104-03206-20 Clutch release slider Slider used with clutch release lever IMZ-8.1040-03023

10 IMZ-8.104-03031-20 Slider assembly Slider used with clutch release lever IMZ-8.1040-03023

11 IMZ-8.104-03032 Tip assembly -

12 IMZ-8.1040-03023 Clutch release lever -

13 7379-A2-8-M6x30 Shoulder bolt M6x30 ISO -
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Ural 650 / 750 Handlebar and Clutch Lever
Fig.31

Part # Description

IMZ-8.102-11101 Handlebar

IMZ-8.102-11014-10 Clutch, LH Lever assy.

IMZ-8.103-11130 Left Lever

250508-П29 Nut

201422-П29 Bolt

IMZ-8.102-11115 Spacer

252154-П2 Washer

250508-29 Washer

IMZ-8.102-11145 Lever Bracket

IMZ-8.102-11122-10 Grip

# Part # Description

1 IMZ-8.1037-11001-10 Handle bar assy.

2 3041.04.00 Lever, LH

3 100.02.2402 Handgrip, L.H.

4 02-0040 AA.00.01 Switch

5 72 11320-B Stop, Clutch cable sheath 

6 72 11112-A Coupling

7 667.02.578 Rubber plate

12 TO 7014 5022 Clutch cable assy.
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2020 Ural

2003 Ural

Ural 750

When the clutch lever is squeezed, the engine is disengaged from the 
gearbox. When the lever is release, the engine / gearbox is engaged.27


